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01UNIT TEST
UNIT TESTS

Choose a, b, c or d.

1 There are lots of theatres in this city where
you can see some very unusual plays.
a millennium c department
b century d fringe

2 The of the area complained because there
was nowhere to park their cars.
a passengers c population
b residents d temples

3 The restaurant is on the fourth floor of the
building.
a located c referred
b filled d traded

4 There’s an view of the city from the roof garden.
a ancient c underground
b ethnic d incredible

5 She works at a bank in the district.
a financial c official
b serious d available

6 Tom is good at maths, and he wants to get a job
with a(n) firm.
a department c command
b force d accounting

7 The of cities will continue, as people leave
their villages to look for work.
a condition c growth
b insurance d area

8 This play was first nearly ten years ago.
a ranged c performed
b combined d increased

9 is a problem in the city; there are lots of
people sleeping on the streets.
a Entertainment c Climate
b Homelessness d Attraction

10 More money is in the City than in other cities
in Europe.
a led c referred
b traded d named

11 Women driving buses is not a(n) sight these days.
a enormous c expensive
b serious d uncommon

12 Greta is a lawyer; she works for a big firm in
London.
a extended c tiny
b legal d classic

VOCABULARY

13 There will be many to travel to different
countries in my new job.
a systems c opportunities
b situations d productions

14 It’s shocking that so many people live in and
don’t have enough to eat.
a survival c wealth
b poverty d diversity

15 Crime is increasing at a worrying .
a aspect c force
b sense d rate

(15 questions x 1 = 15 marks)

Complete the sentences using

the verb in brackets in the present simple, present
continuous, present perfect simple or present

perfect continuous form.

1 Sue looks hot because she 
(play) basketball.

2 Jason (run) 10 kilometres every
day.

3 We (look) at the map right now
because we’re lost.

4 Sandy (win) the local dancing
competition three times.

5 I’m very tired. I (work) 12
hours a day this week.

6 Carol always (put) things back
in the wrong place after she’s borrowed them.

7 I (finish) my homework. Can I
go to the park now?

8 Sam usually (go) to school by
bus.

9 Would you please be quiet! I 
(try) to read my newspaper.

10 Dad (ask) me to wash the car
for a week. I must do it today.

(10 questions x 1 = 10 marks)

GRAMMAR

Vocabulary: /15

Grammar: /10

Total: /25
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Choose a, b, c or d.

1 Drums are instruments.
a assembly c percussion
b award d tradition

2 Jerry has very interests; he likes hiking,
watching films, and learning languages.
a diverse c actual
b well-timed d visual

3 The concert was two hours of entertainment.
a personal c responsible
b pure d strong

4 Don’t forget to put the on the dustbin after
you’ve put the rubbish in it.
a level c lid
b speed d lyrics

5 When I hear an awful noise like that, I block it
from my .
a humour c company
b award d consciousness

6 The carnival parade was a very colourful .
a profile c taste
b spectacle d rhythm

7 If we’re going to decorate the house, we’ll need a
paint .
a ceremony c melody
b scraper d pole

8 It’s Sandra to be late. She’s usually on time.
a below c unlike
b above d under

9 In the Middle Ages, people looked forward to the
arrival of travelling .
a fairs c scenes
b lyrics d brooms

10 The people in my street are all different, in terms
of age, social background and .
a objects c ethnicity
b chalk d elements

11 I know you liked the music, because you were
your feet.

a beating c tapping
b relaxing d performing

12 The film has an all-star .
a culture c humour
b coordination d cast

VOCABULARY

13 Melanie can play three musical including the
violin.
a movements c organs
b matches d instruments

14 The artist is known for her ; she has her own
style.
a ceremony c excitement
b originality d cabaret

15 This play is unusual because there is a lot of
between the actors and the audience.
a performance c interaction
b production d mixture

(15 questions x 1 = 15 marks)

Choose a or b.

1 They all the ice cream by the time I got there.
a had been eating b had eaten

2 Mike’s grandparents live in that big old house
by the river.
a would b used to

3 ‘I love listening to Mozart’.
‘ ’
a I do too. b I don’t either.

4 Tina her hair when I arrived, so she couldn’t
open the door.
a was washing b washed

5 Who the vase?
a broke b had been breaking

6 They for thirty minutes by the time the bus came.
a were waiting b had been waiting

7 Anna travelling, but she doesn’t any more.
a used to enjoy b was enjoying

8 ‘I don’t go to the youth centre any more’.
‘ ’
a So do I. b Neither do I.

9 Reggie in a hotel when I first met him.
a would work b was working

10 All the other students the exam before Jerry.
a were finishing b had finished

(10 questions x 1 = 10 marks)
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Choose a, b, c or d.

1 The tsunami the coastal areas of three
countries.
a developed c survived
b devastated d dived

2 The local people knew that a storm was coming,
because they understood the .
a goggles c belongings
b signs d aspects

3 These people spend half the year at sea, and the
other half on .
a nomads c legend
b beach d land

4 I bought a beautiful wooden chair yesterday.
a actual c hand-carved
b angry d qualified

5 This watch has been passed from father to
son for generations.
a up c between
b down d through

6 What were you doing when the tsunami ?
a repaired c sailed
b visited d struck

7 There are many amazing living in the
rainforest.
a creatures c monsoons
b sails d strips

8 The young man is a great swimmer, and he can
dive to amazing .
a poles c depths
b skills d seas

9 These shells were left on the beach by the .
a legend c tide
b breath d materials

10 Small children are about the world, and ask
lots of questions about it.
a enormous c long
b curious d deep

11 We should be of other people’s ideas and
lifestyles.
a heavy c capable
b tolerant d general

12 They’re going to the river to some fish.
a spear c sail
b realise d die

VOCABULARY

13 There have been several in this area lately, but
the police haven’t caught anyone yet.
a robberies c fates
b surfaces d seasons

14 My came to this country from France centuries
ago.
a elders c ancestors
b disasters d cultures

15 There are some lovely, colourful on the floor in
the kitchen.
a engines c skills
b mats d victims

(15 questions x 1 = 15 marks)

Underline the correct choice.

1 Peter is so/such fun that I always enjoy going out
with him.

2 Jenny got a beautiful little white/white little

beautiful rabbit for her birthday.

3 His work is disappointed/disappointing. It’s just
not good enough.

4 You’ll enjoy the book; it’s quite/rather funny.

5 We had much/lots of time to look around the
museum.

6 There’s a(n) marble ancient/ancient marble

temple at the top of the hill.

7 She couldn’t find many/much information on the Net.

8 My mum has so/such a fast car that I’m scared to
drive it.

9 Either/None of my teachers this year are women.
They’re all men!

10 She bought a(n) white incredible silk/

incredible white silk dress for the party.
(10 questions x 1 = 10 marks)
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Choose a, b, c or d.

1 If we take the train, we’ll get there more quickly.
a express c animated
b advanced d short

2 My favourite in the film is the one where the
girls arrive in Brazil.
a speed c screen
b stream d scene

3 They’re going to send us the information, but
there’s no that it will get here in time.
a system c guarantee
b potential d challenge

4 A new car will be expensive, so choose .
a easily c partly
b wisely d especially

5 I took these pictures with my new digital .
a eyewear c microphone
b camera d projector

6 Stacey has great difficulties, and is now very
successful.
a turned c threatened
b released d overcome

7 These cups are , so just throw them away
when you’ve used them.
a lightweight c epic
b disposable d single

8 Their success was through hard work.
a appealed c achieved
b compared d marked

9 Now you can shop from the of your own
home.
a challenge c entertainment
b technology d comfort

10 I’ve just bought some stereo equipment. It
sounds wonderful!
a full-length c feature-length
b short-lived d state-of-the art

11 Some business people are only interested in
making huge .
a money c profits
b owners d events

12 Composers often have to their music to the
action of a film.
a turn c last
b recognise d match

VOCABULARY

13 The director plans to the film in New Zealand.
a shoot c hold
b turn d become

14 My mother works in a(n) where they make cars,
and she gets very tired.
a frame c data
b factory d industry

15 They have a lot of money in this new film, so
they hope it will be successful.
a passed c enhanced
b compared d invested

(15 questions x 1 = 15 marks)

Choose a or b.

1 They asked me doing on Saturday night.
a what was I b what I was

2 Jake’s father him not to stay out late.
a said b told

3 Angela admitted my jeans.
a taking b to take

4 Sam reminded take our umbrellas.
a us to b to

5 Pam told us she be flying to Rome the next day.
a will b would

6 They warned us into the cave.
a to not go b not to go

7 I asked Tom going to Paul’s party.
a was he b whether he was

8 The children said that they were enjoying game.
a the b this

9 Phil agreed me move house.
a to help b helping

10 Melanie explained she would be late.
a us b that

(10 questions x 1 = 10 marks)
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Choose a, b, c or d.

1 I think that it’s to kill animals for
entertainment.
a wealthy c cruel
b weak d ancient

2 We put along the river, so that the village
wouldn’t be flooded.
a lances c horns
b sandbags d swords

3 Thousands of people come to this tourist
every summer.
a tradition c stick
b wound d resort

4 I hurt my leg, and now it’s started .
a charging c constructing
b bleeding d occurring

5 In a Russian winter, it snows nearly every
day.
a female c typical
b pointed d dizzy

6 The man over the fence and ran away.
a abused c participated
b leapt d lifted

7 The bullfighter was wearing a bright red .
a century c spectacle
b contest d cape

8 The baker that his cakes are the freshest in
town!
a claims c kills
b drops d introduces

9 This of horse comes from Arabia.
a tradition c arena
b species d wound

10 One of the archaeological discovered at the
site was this vase.
a backs c finds
b statues d forms

11 The hotel has some great , including a gym
and a swimming pool.
a acrobats c facilities
b gladiators d conquerors

12 They are a bridge over the river.
a sacrificing c constructing
b claiming d waving

VOCABULARY

13 Animal rights say that we shouldn’t wear fur.
a contests c governments
b activists d victims

14 Cars will be from the town centre, which will
become a pedestrian area.
a held c banned
b blind-folded d started

15 The thief my bag and ran off with it.
a practised c stabbed
b passed d grabbed

(15 questions x 1 = 15 marks)

Underline the correct choice.

1 This time tomorrow I am swimming/will be

swimming in the Mediterranean sea.

2 They are going/will go to Canada in January;
they’ve already booked their tickets.

3 It’s already above 35o C; it will have been/

is going to be a long hot summer.

4 Our boat leaves/will leave at 7 o’clock in the
morning.

5 It’s raining. Shall/Will we play a board game?

6 I’m about to/on the point of go to the shops.
Do you want anything?

7 It’s very hot; you’re needing/going to need an
umbrella on the beach.

8 By the end of this year, I will save/

will have saved �10,000!

9 Don’t call at 7:30; I will have watched/

will be watching my favourite soap opera.

10 In another five minutes, we are/will have been

flying for six hours.
(10 questions x 1 = 10 marks)
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Choose a, b, c or d.

1 Most want to buy cheap products.
a fibres c fertilisers
b crops d consumers

2 It was difficult to choose, but I finally for the
course in modern languages.
a made c came
b opted d took

3 farming is better for the environment.
a Organic c Warm
b Chemical d Global

4 We should recycle shirts, dresses and other .
a glues c qualities
b emissions d garments

5 Bamboo is a(n) material because it grows
quickly.
a artificial c natural
b sustainable d raw

6 If you enjoy being in the great , this is the
holiday for you.
a touch c outdoors
b industry d charity

7 That looks really good with those jeans.
a quality c top
b habit d effect

8 We use vegetable to colour all the clothes
we make.
a wages c choices
b pesticides d dyes

9 Check the on the shirt to see what it’s made
of.
a process c clothing
b label d production

10 On the , we haven’t really learnt how to be
‘green’.
a style c whole
b carbon d example

11 We use a lot of to heat our homes.
a energy c movement
b rubber d fibre

12 Our actions have had a very bad on the
environment.
a damage c soil
b impact d choice

VOCABULARY

13 People often choose products that have attractive .
a trend c manufacturing
b transport d packaging

14 We need to some camping equipment.
a pay c join
b link d purchase

15 The is polluted by cars, lorries, motorbikes and
planes.
a backpacker c atmosphere
b checklist d sandal

(15 questions x 1 = 15 marks)

Underline the correct choice.

1 He’s too/enough lazy to wash the dishes!

2 Peter is no/any faster than Helen.

3 This book is too/very interesting; you should read it.

4 Linda isn’t as tall/tall enough to play in the
basketball team.

5 This bus is much too/too much crowded for us to
get on.

6 Jim works as/like a waiter in a restaurant.

7 He bought her the more/most expensive hat in the
shop.

8 She’s getting better and better/than better at
tennis.

9 The sooner school finishes, the happier/happiest I
will be.

10 He is not so clever as/that he would like to think.
(10 questions x 1 = 10 marks)

GRAMMAR
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Choose a, b, c or d.

1 The clock woke me up at six o’clock.
a pocket c surface
b alarm d siren

2 When I told her what had happened, she out
laughing.
a stuck c shut
b beckoned d burst

3 Look at those beautiful fish swimming round the
coral .
a bucket c octopus
b gear d reef

4 It took Charlie a while to what was
happening.
a stay c realise
b turn d expect

5 We waited for a of minutes, and then we
left.
a couple c pocket
b monster d shark

6 I love watching documentaries about life.
a marine c horrible
b sandy d round

7 Jesse to me that it was time to go.
a covered c turned
b signalled d pushed

8 The dog made a strange and hid behind the
sofa.
a dream c air
b shape d noise

9 Did you hear about the accident? It quite
frightening.
a trained c sounded
b let d studied

10 I was walking through the forest when a horse
suddenly in front of me.
a explained c covered
b appeared d wondered

11 Jenny to me from across the street.
a surrounded c swam
b waved d trained

12 The islands are off the Italian .
a way c coast
b water d sea

VOCABULARY

13 Anna and Bob always wear their when they
go swimming in winter.
a pyjamas c sponges
b divers d wetsuits

14 To get to the bank, go the supermarket, then
turn left.
a along c back
b past d about

15 We’re for the pool if you want to join us!
a happening c heading
b coming d getting

(15 questions x 1 = 15 marks)

Complete each sentence using

the verb in brackets in the full infinitive, bare infinitive

or -ing form.

1 I can’t afford (buy) a new car.

2 Jason suggested (go) to the
cinema, but nobody else liked the idea.

3 I tried (call) you, but I think
there’s something wrong with my phone.

4 Frida always takes a taxi because she can’t stand
(wait) for a bus.

5 I saw Mary (close) the front
door.

6 I’ll never forget (see) Simone
for the first time; she looked so beautiful!

7 I would rather (give) you
your present now.

8 The windows need (clean);
we can’t see through them.

9 Amy’s going to post the letters; Robert is busy
(send) emails.

10 They won’t let me (go) on the
school trip!

(10 questions x 1 = 10
marks)

GRAMMAR
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Choose a, b, c or d.

1 Hundreds of buildings in the earthquake.
a destroyed c rushed
b collapsed d fired

2 There are two villages on the of the volcano.
a zones c slopes
b giants d shapes

3 This volcano is carefully , because there are
lots of people living near it.
a covered c banned
b formed d monitored

4 There was a(n) earthquake, followed by a
tsunami.
a whole c massive
b human d active

5 The have told everyone to leave the area
because of the forest fires.
a summits c authorities
b ancestors d archaeologists

6 During a war, children are sometimes from
large cities.
a sunk c erupted
b realised d evacuated

7 The soil here is very , so it’s great for growing
crops.
a fertile c deadly
b organic d damaged

8 Ms Smith is a highly teacher.
a based c managed
b respected d covered

9 You need to visit the dentist for check-ups.
a typically c carefully
b regularly d actually

10 During a tsunami, the people most at are the
ones who live near the coast.
a shadow c danger
b risk d weight

11 A storm was , and people were hurrying to
get home.
a steep c imminent
b appropriate d dramatic

12 This town is called ‘Paradise’, and it really
up to its name!
a rises c causes
b lives d sinks

VOCABULARY

13 Don’t walk along the top of the . You might fall.
a level c ash
b cliff d civilisation

14 People who live 5 kilometres of the airport have
a problem with noise from the planes.
a through c towards
b beneath d within

15 They had no of the tsunami, so they didn’t get
away in time.
a geologist c eruption
b warning d layer

(15 questions x 1 = 15 marks)

Choose a or b.

1 Alice the letter so she can read it.
a Bring b Bring to

2 No sooner had he got home the phone started
ringing.
a when b than

3 a horrible thing to say!
a How b What

4 Not only was the waiter rude, he also dropped
the plates!
a but b and

5 a long way to his house; let’s take a taxi.
a There’s b It’s

6 tell you his bad news?
a Malcolm did b Did Malcolm 

7 no one here. Where is everybody?
a It’s b There’s

8 had we taken the food out of the picnic basket
when it started to rain.
a Hardly b No sooner

9 clever he is!
a How b What

10 I’ve lent so that he can buy a new bike.
a to Paul the money b the money to Paul

(10 questions x 1 = 10 marks)
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Choose a, b, c or d.

1 Don’t give me so much information - it me!
a learns c confuses
b sticks d forms

2 The train is to arrive at six o’clock.
a fine c oral
b due d worried

3 Sally up her own business last year, and it’s
doing very well.
a put c worked
b got d set

4 Martin has to go to university. He wants to
study biology.
a applied c formed
b stuck d taken

5 I’ve got great teachers this year, so I feel really
about school.

a conventional c positive
b educational d primary

6 When I was young, my parents me to learn
how to sail.
a supported c treated
b chatted d encouraged

7 Anna has started doing service work; she
helps the elderly take care of their gardens.
a education c portfolio
b package d community

8 My is quite good, although I have two hours
of maths on Monday mornings.
a timetable c classmate
b violence d environment

9 Betty’s new job reading and sending emails.
a worries c educates
b progresses d involves

10 There are groups for teenagers who have
problems.
a level c support
b science d layer

11 My brother studied hard, and got good in all
his exams.
a opinions c grades
b flutes d cliffs

12 That lemon juice is awful! I’ll stick orange
juice in the future.
a for c in
b on d to

VOCABULARY

13 We thought Lisa was French but, , she’s from
Holland.
a actually c fairly
b reasonably d especially

14 I need to that I can do this job well.
a support c study
b prove d chat

15 Katie is really good at English. She’s about a year
of the other kids in her class.

a along c ahead
b across d above

(15 questions x 1 = 15 marks)

Underline the correct choice.

1 I haven’t got my keys! I should have/must have

dropped them in the restaurant.

2 We looked everywhere, but we needn’t/couldn’t

find him.

3 Would/Shall you send me an email with the details?

4 You can’t have/needn’t have bought any milk.
We’ve got plenty.

5 She should/ought to apply for that job. It’s a great
opportunity.

6 Stephen should have/must have spoken to her.
It’s a pity he didn’t; she really needed his support.

7 Jane must/should be at least 40 years old.

8 They didn’t need/needn’t have to buy a fridge;
there was one in the flat already.

9 You can’t/had better invite Sue. She always
invites us.

10 When he took the books off the table, we might/

were able to lift it easily.
(10 questions x 1 = 10 marks)
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Choose a, b, c or d.

1 Different types of cheese can be at this
supermarket today.
a organised c recognised
b encouraged d sampled

2 The of the group decided to meet twice a
month.
a manifesto c relatives
b members d tours

3 The green group to put recycling bins in
every street.
a grabs c sustains
b pervades d aims

4 It’s a(n) football match. One team is from
Italy, and the other is from Australia.
a regional c comfortable
b international d inactive

5 We all have a to feel that we should work
hard.
a pace c movement
b tendency d lane

6 Relaxing on holiday is a very experience.
a liberal c pleasurable
b long d cultural

7 I’d rather do this in the of my own home.
a diversity c privacy
b offices d habits

8 City life is really fast. I’d prefer to have a more
lifestyle.

a leisurely c enormous
b favourite d endangered

9 It’s good to buy fresh vegetables that are in .
a snails c festivals
b protests d season

10 You should think about all the of the situation
before making a final decision.
a aspects c arks
b recipes d experiences

11 I don’t have all the I need to make a cake.
a generations c foodies
b ingredients d paces

12 Bruce is going to all the paintings in the
gallery.
a disappear c catalogue
b dash d re-fuel

VOCABULARY

13 The boss asked her to work on Saturday
morning this week.
a products c employees
b mentality d logo

14 I’m going to rid of all my old furniture.
a have c get
b take d stand

15 Rose is really . She sleeps til midday, then just
watches TV.
a possible c local
b lazy d busy

(15 questions x 1 = 15

Choose a or b.

1 I go out with Tina, I have a great time.
a Whichever b Whenever

2 The woman you spoke is my English teacher.
a who b to whom

3 The computer game Fred lent me doesn’t work.
a which b who

4 I really enjoy is lying on a beautiful sandy beach.
a That b What

5 Rome, we visited last year, is an incredible city.
a which b that

6 We can go you want; it’s your birthday.
a whichever b wherever

7 Mr Jameson, son works with my father, collects
ancient coins.
a who b whose

8 The girl is Paul’s sister.
a who you spoke b you spoke to

9 did Harry start learning French?
a What b When

10 hard Melanie tries, she can’t pass her driving
test.
a Whatever b However

(10 questions x 1 = 10 marks)
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Choose a, b, c or d.

1 Some people feel very when they don’t have
people around them.
a popular c impossible
b lonely d traditional

2 The of having to do exams scares me!
a outsider c generation
b visit d thought

3 I don’t know what to do. Can you me?
a bother c upset
b advise d enjoy

4 The idea of seeing him again is too awful to .
a feel c contemplate
b tear d miss

5 I’m very because I failed all my exams and
have to do them again.
a depressed c social
b employed d poor

6 Bob has been looking for a job for a year now,
and he’s feeling and angry.
a pleasurable c peaceful
b impossible d desperate

7 Our teacher gets very when we don’t do our
homework.
a free c endangered
b frustrated d primary

8 I can’t the thought of going to a new school.
a sort c bear
b make d move

9 I’d like to study English at university because
I love reading.
a aims c course
b lawyers d literature

10 We always take the bus; we haven’t got enough
money for taxi .
a subjects c barriers
b fares d flats

11 Luckily my parents, who are dentists, don’t want
me to in their footsteps.
a hang c choose
b follow d run

12 Everyone hangs at the café after school.
a in c out
b on d up

VOCABULARY

13 The island is completely . No boats or planes go
to it.
a rigid c guilty
b isolated d busy

14 I got really when I made that silly mistake.
a embarrassed c divorced
b closed d free

15 Can you pick me at the airport when I arrive?
a up c down
b round d over

(15 questions x 1 = 15 marks)

Underline the correct choice.

1 The cake will deliver/will be delivered just
before the party starts.

2 The police caught/were caught the thief late last
night.

3 Their car might fix/might be fixed by
tomorrow.

4 Have the invitations been sent/sent yet?

5 Their new CD won’t release/won’t be released

until the summer.

6 Did you know that Jonathan is made/makes his
own clothes?

7 He is said/It is said to be a very good doctor.

8 She didn’t receive/wasn’t received any emails
yesterday.

9 Our neighbours have been bought/have bought a
huge dog.

10 Do/Are newspapers sold here?
(10 questions x 1 = 10 marks)
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Choose a, b, c or d.

1 New technology helps scientists to discover
planets.
a renewed c isolationist
b direct d distant

2 I’ve planted some in the garden. I hope they
grow.
a deserts c snails
b seeds d tracks

3 We followed the up the mountain until we
reached the top.
a ivory c influences
b secrets d trails

4 This style of painting has its in ancient China.
a routes c origins
b policies d types

5 I wonder who first that word.
a filled c covered
b coined d managed

6 I only had a(n) idea of what I wanted. I wasn’t
at all clear about it.
a extreme c huge
b burning d vague

7 It’s interesting to have an of ideas with people
from different countries.
a exchange c importance
b empire d impact

8 Asia isn’t a country; it’s a .
a chopstick c contact
b continent d court

9 Cora is really about travelling; she has been
all round the world.
a important c enthusiastic
b winding d popular

10 Driving fast is dangerous, and it’s not the risk.
a prior c narrow
b direct d worth

11 The trek was difficult and we moved at a snail’s
.

a sickness c century
b pace d date

12 This street its name in 1910.
a reigned c followed
b introduced d acquired

VOCABULARY

13 The road for miles and there were no houses in
sight.
a started c stretched
b defended d pioneered

14 My grandmother jealously her special recipes.
a killed c attacked
b discovered d guarded

15 Rome is the of Italy.
a gunpowder c discovery
b silk d capital

(15 questions x 1 = 15 marks)

Complete each sentence by

putting the verb in brackets into the causative form.

1 The Smiths their house (break
into) while they were on holiday.

2 Roberta her car (wash) every
Saturday morning.

3 Jane a tooth (take out) at the
moment.

4 Tim his eyes (check) three
times since February!

5 We our new furniture (deliver)
next Saturday morning.

6 The animals their cages
(clean) twice a day.

7 Peter hasn’t got any money because he
his wallet (steal) this morning.

8 Ken his shirts (iron) when I
arrived.

9 Mr and Mrs Wilson always their meals
(prepare) for them by a chef.

10 I my hair (cut) at half past
three tomorrow afternoon, so don’t call me then.

(10 questions x 1 = 10 marks)

GRAMMAR

Vocabulary: /15

Grammar: /10

Total: /25
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13UNIT TEST
UNIT TESTS

Choose a, b, c or d.

1 There isn’t any in phoning Kitty now. She’s
not at home.
a situation c way
b fate d point

2 You will get free travel on buses and trains if
you are over sixty years old.
a differently c automatically
b originally d particularly

3 Nicky has found a job. She works on
Wednesdays and weekends.
a part-time c disruptive
b countless d full-time

4 My parents are always pressure on me to do
well at school.
a getting c putting
b blaring d finishing 

5 Helen has got a from Oxford University.
a degree c departure
b period d situation

6 We live within easy travelling of the mountains.
a value c distance
b reason d risk

7 Tom works as a research at the university.
a library c record
b assistant d surprise

8 We’re going to go around Asia next year.
a lacking c backpacking
b passing d appearing

9 Please don’t make so much noise. I can’t on
my homework.
a stay c assume
b concentrate d graduate

10 If you live in an area where there is
unemployment, it’s very difficult to find a job.
a big c poor
b whole d high

11 This of tiger lives in India.
a lecturer c plant
b mine d species

12 She a lot of money in her new job.
a stays c becomes
b earns d supposes

VOCABULARY

13 Elizabeth is very . She wants to become
manager of the company.
a ambitious c real
b huge d proper

14 If you want to write interesting stories, you have to
use your .
a behaviour c imagination
b factories d bug

15 Please stop ! I can hear you very well.
a yelling c founding
b graduating d blaring

(15 questions x 1 = 15 marks)

Underline the correct choice.

1 It’s time you will learn/learned how to cook your
own meals.

2 If I were you, I don’t/wouldn’t give him the
money.

3 Sarah’s mother won’t let her go to the park unless/ if
she does her homework first.

4 I hope he comes/had come to my party.

5 If she took the train, she would/will get there in three
hours.

6 We could have seen/could see the penguins
being fed if we had got here earlier.

7 If only he does/would do his homework!

8 If it had rained, they wouldn’t have had/

wouldn’t have a picnic.

9 If you mix blue and yellow paint, you would get/

get green.

10 If she won’t/doesn’t like the CD, give it back to
me, and I’ll change it.

(10 questions x 1 = 10 marks)

GRAMMAR

Vocabulary: /15

Grammar: /10

Total: /25
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Choose a, b, c or d.

1 The ship sails at 9.30, so all passengers must be
on by 9 o’clock.
a access c gateway
b board d centre

2 There are special courses to teach the how to
read and write.
a critics c astronomers
b illiterate d originals

3 London has a(n) of about 14 million.
a expansion c diversity
b inspiration d population

4 This building is twelve high.
a storeys c bases
b centres d shapes

5 Whether or not I pass my exams to be seen.
a appears c claims
b remains d stays

6 Justin is of Italian .
a origin c knowledge
b diameter d research

7 I was to the painting by the bright colours.
a designed c attracted
b landed d translated

8 Athens is much bigger than ancient Athens.
a Incomplete c Contemporary
b Important d Double

9 The library were friendly and helpful.
a staff c spaces
b languages d roots

10 This bottle a litre of orange juice.
a claims c costs
b calculates d contains

11 A famous architect this building.
a became c remained
b represented d designed

12 The new museum was opened at 2:00 pm
yesterday.
a exactly c officially
b culturally d differently 

13 Don’t use this information. It’s out of .
a material c text
b date d appeal

VOCABULARY

14 This book has been into French and Italian.
a inspired c translated
b attracted d entered

15 They built a tall white on the coast, so that ships
wouldn’t crash into the rocks.
a lighthouse c poem
b periodical d harbour

(15 questions x 1 = 15 marks)

A Underline the correct choice.

1 Simon paid the bill, hasn’t he/didn’t he?

2 Don’t leave me on my own, will you/do you?

3 They didn’t have enough time, had they/did they?

4 He’s already left, isn’t he/hasn’t he?

5 Let’s order a pizza, will we/shall we?
(5 questions x 1 = 5 marks)

GRAMMAR

Vocabulary: /15

Grammar: /10

Total: /25

B Complete the second sentence so that it has the

same meaning as the first. (There is no word limit.)

1 Is Jo coming with us?
Do you know ?

2 Can you tell me why Adam’s left?
Why ?

3 How do you turn this off?
I’d like to know .

4 Where’s Pam?
I wonder .

5 Do you know when Sue took her driving test?
When ?

(5 questions x 1 = 5 marks)
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Choose a, b, c or d.

1 Your teacher will you with pens and pencils.
a put on c suggest
b surf d provide

2 Let’s listen to the new CD at my place. I’ve got a
great sound .
a system c club
b view d centre

3 There’s nothing to do in this town, so we just hang
on the street.

a up c out
b in d down

4 The library was designed with young people in .
a lounge c chance
b mind d assembly

5 They sell over there.
a respondents c refreshments
b dramas d meetings

6 Did you see the in the paper? They’re going
to build a new school.
a services c announcement
b funding d court

7 There’s a lot of around here. Look at all those
broken windows!
a web c shoplifting
b population d vandalism

8 There are cinemas, youth clubs and other
entertainment in the town centre.
a groups c minorities
b councils d facilities

9 We often see fighting in the streets.
a opinions c signatures
b results d gangs

10 You can use my computer to the information
from the internet.
a discuss c get out
b download d elect

11 The children themselves by playing with their
dog.
a amuse c chat
b meet d expect

12 The of the town say there is too much traffic
on the streets.
a careers c projects
b reports d residents

VOCABULARY

13 They never show the films at this cinema!
a possible c unanimous
b comfortable d latest

14 They have 500 new books for the library.
a attended c aired
b requested d called

15 Do you have careers at your school?
a leisure c boredom
b formation d counselling

(15 questions x 1 = 15 marks)

Choose a or b.

1 she loves cars, she doesn’t like driving.
a Despite b Even though

2 It was very late I went to bed.
a so b in order to

3 Sandra will call us she hears any news.
a until b as soon as

4 Harry was hungry, he hadn’t had breakfast.
a since b as a result

5 I left the house, I made sure that all the lights
were turned off.
a After b Before

6 where she goes, Anna always meets interesting
people.
a Despite b No matter where

7 He acts he knows everything.
a in case b as though

8 I asked Linda she always gives me good advice.
a because b due to

9 Julia is very clever; , she can’t find a job.
a although b however

10 they were late was that they had missed the bus.
a Due to b The reason why

(10 questions x 1 = 10 marks)

GRAMMAR
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You are going to read a short text about Tokyo. Read the text, then choose a, b, c or d for each of the

questions 1–6.

READING COMPREHENSION

Tokyo is Japan’s largest city and its capital. When
people talk about Tokyo, they may be referring to
Tokyo Metropolis, which has a population of about
12.5 million.  This includes the 23 city wards formerly
known as Tokyo City (with a population of about 8.5
million), some small islands and the Tama area, which
is made up of 26 cities, 3 towns and a village. Tokyo is
one of Japan’s 47 local government areas or
prefectures, but it is called a metropolis rather than a
prefecture because it is the most densely populated
part of Japan. Alternatively, they might mean the
Tokyo Megalopolis region, which consists of Tokyo
Metropolis and three adjacent prefectures. The
population of this region is well over 30 million. Tokyo
is situated on the largest Japanese island, Honshu.

Tokyo was once a small castle town called Edo. At that
time, Japan’s capital city, where the Emperor of Japan
lived, was Kyoto. In 1868 the emperor moved to Edo,
which was renamed Tokyo and became the new
capital city. The city grew in size as well as importance,
but suffered terrible damage during the Great Kanto
Earthquake of 1923, in which about 142,000 people
lost their lives. Later, in 1945, wartime bombing raids
destroyed much of the city. On both occasions,
however, it rose like a phoenix from the ashes. In
1964, the city displayed itself to the world when it
hosted the 1964 summer Olympic Games.

Today Tokyo is a modern city with a great many
skyscrapers, including the Tokyo Dome Hotel
which has 43 floors. It also has a big business
centre, Marunouchi, where all the major companies
in Japan have their headquarters. This district is a
world leader in finance and business, as Japan has

cutting-edge electronics industries and a strong
economy. You might think that, due to this focus on
business, a tourist in Tokyo wouldn’t find much of
interest but, as with London, this would be untrue.

Visitors should definitely go to the Tokyo National
Museum, which specialises in Japanese art, the
National Museum of Western Art, the Tokyo
Metropolitan Art Museum (which has more than
10,000 films, both Japanese and foreign) and the
National Museum of Science, as well as the city’s
zoo. All of these can be found in Ueno Park. As
Tokyo is the national centre for the performing arts,
you also have the chance to take in a show of
traditional Japanese drama such as noh or kabuki.

If you happen to be in Tokyo on the last Saturday in
May, you’ll be able to see the annual fireworks display
over the Sumida River. In springtime you can picnic in
the city’s parks and gardens under the blossoming
cherry trees. But, if you prefer to ‘shop till you drop’,
you can do that in Tokyo’s shopping streets and
complexes. Go to Takeshita Dori (Takeshita Street) for
trendy clothes for teenagers and, if you want to see
teenage culture, go to Harajuku on a Sunday. Teenagers
go to this neighbourhood dressed in costumes to look
like their favourite anime (animated TV series)
character, or ones from manga (comic books).

Although Tokyo is very much part of the twenty-
first century, you can still enjoy the more relaxed
side of Tokyo life and its seemingly eternal beauty
by visiting its parks and the gardens of the Imperial
Palace, and by watching fascinating colourful
traditional performances.

TOKYO
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1 The Tokyo Megalopolis region is
a one of Japan’s 47 prefectures.
b an area comprising the former Tokyo city, some islands and Tama.
c what is known as Tokyo Metropolis together with three other prefectures.
d made up of 26 cities, three towns and a village.

2 During the twentieth century, Tokyo
a suffered two great man-made disasters.
b became the capital city of Japan.
c had to be largely rebuilt twice.
d first allowed visitors to come from all over the world.

3 People may not believe that Tokyo is good for tourists because it
a is very polluted.
b is a business centre.
c is a political centre.
d has too many people in it.

4 Many of Tokyo’s museums
a are in the same area.
b only contain Japanese works of art.
c are concerned with the performing arts.
d are high-rise buildings.

5 A few of the streets in Tokyo are
a perfect for a picnic.
b famous because teenagers go there hoping to see famous actors and writers.
c full of advertisements for comics and TV series.
d full of people in fancy dress costumes.

6 Which definition is closest to the word ‘blossoming’ (para 5)?
a beautiful
b flowering
c with many leaves, leafy
d producing fruit

(6 questions x 1 = 6 marks)

Reading Comprehension: /6
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Choose a, b, c or d.

1 The children were by the film. As soon as it
finished, they wanted to see it again!
a performed c left
b captivated d located

2 Some people who live on the streets carry all their
in plastic bags.

a personalities c audiences
b victims d belongings

3 It rains nearly all the time during the season.
a aspect c monsoon
b ability d opportunity

4 People selling things on the street is a common
in this city.

a district c consciousness
b sight d fair

5 Anna can dive really deep in just one .
a cast c shell
b breath d growth

6 The of your ideas really amazes me.
a system c lid
b magnet d originality

7 The musicians together for the first time in
1999.
a affected c perfomed
b ranged d confused

8 This tradition, back to the eleventh century, is
fascinating.
a playing c coming
b taking d dating

9 This musical to everyone.
a recedes c passes
b appeals d means

10 Crocodiles are interesting .
a ancestors c creatures
b districts d instruments

11 The whole town was completely by an
earthquake.
a traded c situated
b filled d destroyed

12 In some countries, 50% of the people live in .
a poverty c humour
b background d scenes

VOCABULARY

13 The exhibition will be in the town hall.
a struck c caught
b held d referred

14 A plane has crashed, and the of the passengers
is unknown.
a attention c fate
b force d coordination

15 We could see the white of the boat as it moved
down the river.
a sails c attractions
b mats d signs

(15 questions x 1 = 15 marks)

Underline the correct choice.

1 Neither boy likes/is liking football.

2 Paul is very tired; he has cleaned/
has been cleaning his flat all morning.

3 Cassandra would live/used to live on a small
island.

4 I am seeing/see Tracy tonight. We’re going out for
dinner.

5 The Smiths have bought a stone old beautiful/
beautiful old stone house.

6 He didn’t give us many/much information.

7 His behaviour in class is rather/quite unacceptable.
He never stops talking!

8 Both/Either Helen and Diana play in the school
basketball team.

9 Andrea won’t be at home; she’s been/gone to
Scotland for the weekend.

10 It was such a/so boring film that we all fell asleep.

(10 questions x 1 = 10 marks)

GRAMMAR

Vocabulary: /15

Grammar: /10
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You are going to read a magazine article about foxhunting in Britain. Choose from the list A–G the most

suitable heading for each part (1–6) of the article. There is one extra heading that you do not need to use.

READING COMPREHENSION

Foxhunting has been going on in Britain for
hundreds of years. Despite this long history, it is a
very controversial topic. Foxes have to be killed to
protect farm animals, and some people say that
hunting is an effective way of doing this. On the
other hand, many others are horrified by this
‘sport’, where a group of people on horses chase a
fox across the countryside before it is finally killed
by the hunters’ dogs. They believe that this is very
cruel and that foxhunting should be stopped.

Anti-hunting groups thought they had finally
got their way in 2004 when the British government
passed the ‘Hunting Act’. This law was supposed to
ban the use of foxhounds (dogs) to hunt foxes in
England and Wales. However, the law had a
number of problems or ‘loopholes’ which allowed
hunters to find ways to carry on hunting for foxes.
In fact, the Countryside Alliance, an organisation
which supports foxhunting, claims that the ‘sport’ is
more popular now than it was before the ban.

How is this possible? Well, for example, the
law says that hounds can be used to follow the
scent of a man-laid trail. That means that someone
goes out with a piece of cloth covered in the scent
of a fox, and makes a trail for the dogs to follow.
However, while the dogs are following such a trail,
they could easily come across the scent of an actual
fox. If this happened and the dogs killed the fox, it
would be an ‘accident’, and nobody would have

broken the law. Similar killings could happen where
packs of foxhounds are supposed to be hunting
rabbits or just chasing a fox onto open ground so
that it can be shot. Both of these activities are still
allowed.

Other hunters have bought birds of prey such
as golden eagles and eagle owls. This is because it
is still legal to hunt with these birds. Hunters say
that they use their dogs to force the fox into the
open where the bird kills it. To most people, this
may seem just as cruel as traditional foxhunting, but
hunting groups claim that it is not against the law.

Animal rights organisations and even some
people who have always hunted with birds think that
this could be a very risky development. They believe
that if the person handling the bird isn’t very well
trained, having these birds on a hunt could be very
dangerous for the hunters and their horses. What’s
more, they say that an eagle, for example, will not
easily give up an animal it has killed. This could cause
the dogs to attack the bird, so either a dog or the
eagle could be seriously injured during a hunt.

Whatever you personally think about
foxhunting, it is clear that the Hunting Act has not
stopped it. The government, however, does not
want to change the law which it says is ‘clear and
simple’. Therefore it looks as though foxes are going
to be hunted in Britain for some time to come.

A New Dangers

B No End in Sight

C Both Sides of the Argument

D In Jail for Hunting

E Hunts Take to the Air

F An Unsuccessful New Law

G Accidental Deaths?

(6 questions x 1 = 6 marks)

Foxhunting Continues Despite Ban

Reading Comprehension: /6

1

2

3

4

5

6
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Choose a, b, c or d.

1 This company pays fair .
a swords c consumers
b garments d wages

2 You shouldn’t have a burger for lunch every day.
You need to change your eating .
a scenes c reasons
b horns d habits

3 Do you know what this has on the
environment?
a fertiliser c label
b activist d effect

4 Look at my new camera!
a water-based c short-lived
b state-of-the-art d fast-growing

5 In some sports, animals are for entertainment.
a abused c converted
b matched d dropped

6 This is an building. It’s been here for a
thousand years.
a organic c advanced
b ancient d express

7 There’s no that the project will be finished by
next week.
a trend c shift
b impact d guarantee

8 I don’t go to the cinema. I prefer watching DVDs
in the of my own home.
a label c comfort
b projector d potential

9 When did the accident ?
a combine c achieve
b occur d shoot

10 Everyone can ; it doesn’t matter how old you
are or where you’re from.
a release c seep
b participate d ban

11 Cherie has a lot of money in her new
business.
a overcome c purchased
b invested d grown

12 I don’t like going to tourist  for my holidays.
a qualities c lances
b wounds d resorts

VOCABULARY

13 This car can travel at a of 180 km an hour.
a species c potential
b contest d speed

14 , we eat at home, but tonight we’re going to a
restaurant.
a Partly c Normally
b Currently d Especially

15 Claudio is to help if you need him.
a aware c fascinated
b willing d weak

(15 questions x 1 = 15 marks)

Choose a or b.

1 He looks someone I went to school with.
a as b like

2 It’s the book I’ve ever read.
a saddest b sadder

3 Barbara isn’t to lift that box on her own.
a too strong b strong enough

4 Charlie everyone that he was leaving his job.
a said b told

5 you on Saturday if you want.
a I’m going to help b I’ll help

6 It’s far to walk. Let’s take a taxi.
a too much b much too

7 Dave asked me where going.
a I was b was I

8 Uncle Brian take us to the funfair.
a promised to b insisted on

9 Don’t call me at that time; I my aunt Gladys.
a will visit b will be visiting

10 Carol call you. Did she?
a would b was going to

(10 questions x 1 = 10 marks)

GRAMMAR

Vocabulary: /15

Grammar: /10
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You are going to read a text about a boy who moved from a city to the country. Seven sentences have been

removed from the text. Choose from the sentences A–H the one which fits each gap (1–7). There is one extra

sentence which you do not need to use.

READING COMPREHENSION

It was summer, and we’d just moved to the
country. My parents were determined to escape the
rat race in the city.  (1)

I suppose I should introduce myself. I’m Ben and I
was fourteen years old that summer. I hated the
countryside. There were bugs that bite, others that
sting and a savage-looking bull in a field at the
bottom of the garden. (2) I had always loved
going to the cinema, the sports centre or the
shopping mall with my friends, but there were none
of those things here. 

I emailed all my friends, but it took ages for them to
reply. They were obviously enjoying all the fun
things you can do in the city. I was really depressed
and I didn’t think there was any hope of things
improving, especially as my parents had also
decided that I would be home-schooled. They
thought that I would benefit from being taught at
home, and that I would also have the chance to
really enjoy the great outdoors. (3) Me! I had
never liked animals or being outside, and the
thought of getting on a horse filled me with horror.

It was still the summer holidays so at least I had
some time before my lessons started. My parents
were busy redecorating the cottage, so I was more
or less left to do whatever I pleased. At first I spent
almost all my time sulking in my room and playing
computer games. (4) I started going for long
walks in the forest and through the fields. I have to
admit that I started to enjoy the peace and quiet in

the forest. Watching the cows in a nearby field also
seemed to have a calming effect on me. 

As the summer came to an end, my parents started
work. The cottage was ready, so they could start
running their new business. (5) Before we had
moved into the cottage, it had just been a shed,
filled with gardening tools, but now my parents had
installed a phone and put their desks and
computers in there. 

I was told that it was also time for me to begin my
studies, and my first riding lesson was coming up
soon.  When I got to the riding school, I panicked. The
horses looked enormous. I hadn’t expected them to
be so big. (6) Then, of course, I was asked to get
on one of the beasts. It was a huge brown horse with
evil in its eyes – or so it seemed to me.

I surprised myself by getting on quite easily. My new
partner proved to be patient and gentle. (7) I
learnt how to sit, and use my legs to get the horse to
go where I wanted it to, although it probably knew
the routine and just let me think I was in control.

The hour’s lesson passed quickly and despite all my
fears, it had been fun! There were some local kids
learning to jump on their horses. I watched them for a
while and then got talking to some of them afterwards.
They seem like a really nice bunch. Like most of the
people here, they seemed more relaxed than people in
the city. I finally realised that maybe my new life in the
countryside wouldn’t be so terrible after all.

The Great Outdoors

A They were going to work in a small office in the
garden.

B It was obviously used to nervous beginners.

C Without telling me anything, they had sold our flat
and bought a cottage in a tiny village.

D They’d already bought educational packages and
signed me up for riding lessons.

E They look much smaller in films for some reason.

F My first maths lesson with my mum was a disaster. 

G Even worse, it felt like there was nowhere to go
and nothing to do.

H Eventually, however, boredom got the better of me.

(7 questions x 1 = 7 marks)

Reading Comprehension: /7
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Choose a, b, c or d.

1 The mountain’s is covered in snow.
a ash c gear
b layer d summit

2 I can’t ride my bike up this hill – it’s too .
a fertile c large
b liberal d steep

3 He said that Lisa stole the money, but he can’t
it.

a push c beckon
b prove d involve

4 Lots of tourists come here in summer, and it gets
quite .
a crowded c rigid
b real d sandy

5 Where were you when the volcano  ?
a stuck c erupted
b waited d fired

6 The number of caused by the tsunami is still
not known.
a packages c sirens
b grades d fatalities

7 My parents always me when I made my own
decisions.
a signalled c hoped
b supported d realised

8 She her eyes and fell asleep.
a formed c rushed
b shut d stayed

9 I didn’t want to study biology, but now I’m
glad I did.
a fairly c actually
b regularly d reasonably

10 Could you tell me what the job ?
a applies c encourages
b involves d decides

11 Some people think there’s too much on TV.
a reef c timetable
b bucket d violence

12 The flowers in the garden were all the colours of
the .
a monster c gear
b submarine d rainbow

VOCABULARY

13 It’s dangerous to swim here because there are in
the water.
a surfaces c sponges
b shapes d sharks

14 The rainforest half the island.
a lets c seems
b covers d sounds

15 I spoke to Helen this morning, but she didn’t the
party.
a sink c mention
b wonder d kill

(15 questions x 1 = 15 marks)

Underline the correct choice.

1 You shouldn’t have/can’t have met him before; he’s
lived in South Africa all his life.

2 No sooner we had got/had we got to the park
than it started raining.

3 I stopped to speak/speaking to Jack when I saw
him in the street.

4 Simon didn’t come to the meeting; he should have/
must have forgotten about it.

5 How/What beautiful weather!

6 It’s/There’s going to take us a long time to get
home.

7 Thomas likes finishing/to finish his homework
before he plays on the computer.

8 You needn’t/may go now. Finish your lunch first.

9 We’re trying to persuade Adam coming/to come on
holiday with us.

10 Shall/Would you give me her number so I can call
her?

(10 questions x 1 = 10 marks)

GRAMMAR

Vocabulary: /15

Grammar: /10
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You are going to read a magazine article about spices. For questions 1–6, choose the answer (a, b, c or d)

which you think fits best according to the text.

READING COMPREHENSION

These days, spices are cheap and easy to obtain. In
most kitchens, you’ll find pepper, cinnamon, cloves
and nutmeg.  Lovers of curry will probably also have
chilli powder, cumin, coriander seeds and many
more, while fans of Chinese food will no doubt
have some form of ginger, the root, powder or
paste. These are all things that we take for granted,
but to our ancestors they were exotic and extremely
expensive substances. 

Spices were one of the most valuable things traded
by merchants in the ancient world. They were not
only used for cooking, but also in perfumes,
cosmetics, medicine and even as poisons. The
ancient Egyptians used spices when mummifying
the bodies of their pharaohs. There is also mention
of spices and spice merchants in the Bible. 

We know that pepper was important to the Romans
too; a Roman cookery book found by archaeologists
listed pepper as an ingredient in about three-
quarters of the recipes. The Roman writer, Pliny,
also described the clove, so it’s clear that we’ve
been using the same spices to flavour our food for
thousands of years. 

Originally, these spices came from countries such as
Indonesia, India, China and Zanzibar (an island off the
east coast of Africa). To begin with, merchants
travelled overland to buy spices, and settlements
(which later became towns) sprang up along the spice
routes. In ancient times and throughout the Middle

Ages, most of these spices entered Europe from
Alexandria in Egypt. All kinds of myths and legends
developed there as traders told wild stories about the
dangers of transporting spices, the incredible places
they came from and the unimaginable wealth that
these places had. To many Europeans, spices seemed
to be amazing, almost magical substances.

In the late Middle Ages, Venice controlled many of
the Mediterranean ports including Alexandria, and
so benefited most from the spice trade. In order to
put an end to Venice’s monopoly, other European
powers started looking for alternative sea routes
which could be used to bring spices into Europe.
For example, in the sixteenth century, Portuguese
navigators (notably Vasco da Gama and Ferdinand
Magellan) sailed to the ‘Spice Islands’. These
islands, which are now called the Maluku Islands
and are part of Indonesia, were famous for
producing cloves, nutmeg and mace.

During this period, other European countries such
as the Netherlands, Spain, Britain and France were
also looking for new sea routes to use for trading
spices and other goods. This led to the discovery of
new parts of the world. Dutch sailors discovered
the West Indies, and Portuguese sailors accidentally
reached the coast of Brazil. So, you could argue that
spices are at least partly responsible for the age of
European exploration and even the discovery of the
New World.

Spices
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1 According to the text, the ancient Egyptians used spices
a in perfumes.
b to preserve the pharaohs’ dead bodies.
c to cure pharaohs when they were sick.
d as poison.

2 We know Romans used pepper
a from something it says in the bible. 
b because Pliny wrote about it.
c from an ancient cookery book.
d because the Egyptians sold pepper to Rome.

3 Why does the article mention the Roman writer Pliny?
a He wrote a famous Roman cookery book.
b He wrote about some very unusual spices.
c He was a spice trader as well as a writer.
d He described a spice we still use today.

4 In the Middle Ages, some Europeans thought spices were ‘almost magical’ because
a of the myths and legends about them and the places they came from.
b they were so expensive.
c they were produced in Egypt.
d Alexandria was said to be a magical city.

5 Why did Portuguese explorers sail to the ‘Spice Islands’ in the sixteenth century?
a They wanted to get there before the Venetians. 
b They wanted to see if the myths and legends about them were true. 
c They wanted to bring spices to Europe by a new route.
d They were looking for the New World.

6 Which definition is closest in meaning to the phrase ‘take for granted’ (paragraph 1)?
a use every day
b use without thinking
c don’t see as special
d enjoy the taste of

(6 questions x 1 = 6 marks)

Reading Comprehension: /6
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Choose a, b, c or d.

1 My grandmother taught me to good food.
a burn c feel
b disappear d appreciate

2 The idea of moving to a new area doesn’t me.
It will be fun!
a catalogue c bother
b pioneer d hide

3 John’s very about his new teacher. He thinks
she’s great!
a favourite c endangered
b enthusiastic d herbal

4 Their house is by trees.
a broken c surrounded
b promoted d preserved

5 I don’t have any from my friends. I tell them
everything.
a seasons c diversity
b secrets d movement

6 How much money do your parents give you?
a pocket c impact
b bucket d silk

7 You should drive slowly on narrow, roads.
a winding c distant
b divorced d desperate

8 It’s great having a meal with friends and enjoying
the .
a track c conversation
b trail d translation

9 There is more of environmental problems these
days.
a awareness c mentality
b tendency d importance

10 I enjoy eating at a pace.
a popular c vague
b leisurely d renewed

11 The little boy felt about breaking his mother’s
glasses.
a poor c lonely
b impossible d guilty

12 Penny was really when she couldn’t find her
cat.
a leisurely c free
b pleasurable d upset

VOCABULARY

13 We go to the cinema quite – about once a week.
a obviously c locally
b rationally d frequently

14 The heat of the desert makes travelling difficult.
a fresh c endangered
b extreme d lazy

15 I don’t know how to make a chocolate cake. I need a
.

a recipe c contact
b pace d charge

(15 questions x 1 = 15 marks)

Choose a or b.

1 Darren by his cousin, Jean-Paul.
a makes his clothes b has his clothes made

2 makes me angry is people being rude.
a That b What

3 Of course its true; ask you want.
a whoever b to whom

4 She that song when she was eighteen years old.
a was written b wrote

5 The new computer in Helen’s office.
a has been put b has put

6 The Hotel Casablanca, we stayed last year,
doesn’t have a swimming pool.
a that b where

7 Mark had at the party last Saturday.
a stolen his coat b his coat stolen

8 should I send this email?
a Who b To whom

9 The new hospital by the end of the year.
a will have been built b will build

10 We last weekend.
a have fixed our roof b had our roof fixed

(10 questions x 1 = 10 marks)

GRAMMAR

Vocabulary: /15

Grammar: /10
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1 You would like your son to learn about equality and human rights. Which camp would you choose?
a 1 c 3
b 2 d 4

2 Your daughter is very interested in art. She also has some learning difficulties. Which camp would be best for
her?
a 2 c 4
b 3 d 5

3 Your twin boys are both musicians and want to improve their skills this summer. Which camp would they enjoy
best?
a 2 c 4
b 3 d 5

4 You don’t have much money and want to get help to pay for the camp. Which camp might your daughter be
able to go to?
a 1 c 3
b 2 d 4

5 Your son is interested in wildlife and the environment. Which camps might he like to go to?
a 1 & 2 c 1 & 4
b 1 & 3 d 1 & 5

6 Your daughter wants to go to camp in August, and you want her to do some studying while she is there.
Which camp should she go to?
a 1 c 3
b 2 d 4

7 Your son is very interested in the theatre. Which camp would you choose?
a 1 c 3
b 2 d 4

8 You want your daughter to learn to do some water sports in July. Which camps could she go to?
a 1 & 3 c 1 & 5
b 1 & 4 d 2 & 3

9 You want your son to meet people from other countries. Which camp would be best for him?
a 1 c 3
b 2 d 5

10 You want your son to go to camp for about a month. Which camps could he go to?
a 1 & 2 c 1 & 4
b 1 & 3 d 2 & 3

(10 questions x 1 = 10 marks)

You are reading some advertisements for summer camps for your children. Read the questions, then look at

the advertisements to find the answers.

READING COMPREHENSION

Reading Comprehension: /10
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Rushmead Cross

Rushmead, Virginia
Tel/Fax (208) 524-6937
rushmeadx@msn.com

Cost per week: $200–$400
Learn something and have fun at the same time! We
offer courses in science subjects combined with outdoor
activities such as mountain biking on special bike trails,
white-water rafting, sailing, windsurfing and hiking. In
the mornings we focus on school subjects and in
afternoons on the other activities. We also encourage
our campers to get into nature through photography,
sketching and studying the local plants and animals. For
a more complete program please contact us. If you have
particular requirements, we will try to meet them. Ages
10–18, Co-ed, 4-week programs throughout the summer

1

Camp Hayden

Bel Air, Maryland
Tel/Fax (481) 392-8715

Month-long program in August. Well-trained,
experienced camp counselors who are skilled at
dealing with kids with special needs. Our program
enables kids to find out whether they would enjoy
new hobbies such as photography, art (making
sculptures, collages, etc) and pottery. We also teach
sailing and horse riding. Financial assistance is
available for some children. Co-ed, Ages 10–13, Cost
per week: $250-300

2

Camp Kinkajou

Washington D.C.
Tel/Fax (923) 815-6681

Week-long program for international students.
Learn about other cultures, and mix with kids from
a wide variety of backgrounds. We aim to promote
understanding and tolerance. 

We address social problems through our conflict-
management course, and encourage participants to
resolve problems in a non-violent way. Our belief in
racial harmony and successful inter-personal
relationships is stressed. We also hope that our
campers will learn to be independent and
considerate. Ages 10–16, Boys only. Cost per
week: $550–$650

3

Summertime Camp

Chesapeake Bay, Maryland
Tel/Fax (596) 813-9044

Our emphasis is on the performing arts, although
academic subjects are also offered. Participants in our
two-week courses can create their own program. We
teach useful skills for  would-be actors and directors,
dance (contemporary, ballet, salsa, etc) and art. There
are field trips to museums and art galleries in D.C.
and art appreciation classes. Campers can also learn
to sail, windsurf, water ski and paraglide. Participants
are encouraged to do land-based sports too, with
tennis and basketball coaches to assist. All dietary
needs can be accommodated. Ages 10–15, Girls Only,
July, Boys Only, August. Cost: $550–$750

4

Lakeside Camp

Silver Springs, California
Tel/Fax (955) 316-2298

The camp with a difference! Practice your favorite
sports, play a musical instrument, or learn to conduct.
All our tutors are professionals in their field and love
to pass on tips and skills. All levels are
accommodated for, from beginner to advanced.
Opportunities to do academic subjects and hands-on
experience in tackling environmental problems. We
also aim to raise awareness of how to combat the
problems facing the environment.

Ages 12–16, Boys Only. Cost per week: $1000–$1500

5

Summer Camps USA
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Choose a, b, c or d.

1 Let’s go down to the and watch the ships
come in.
a poet c harbour
b gateway d library

2 I don’t like art. I prefer paintings from 200
years ago.
a comfortable c incomplete
b contemporary d unanimous

3 What do you do in your time?
a report c legend
b knowledge d leisure

4 Our new classroom has for 25 desks.
a staff c diameter
b population d space

5 This box all the children’s toys.
a provides c fulfills
b contains d claims

6 Are you going to sign the ?
a refreshments c facilities
b languages d petition

7 Her books have international . They are
popular all over the world.
a fate c appeal
b minority d origin

8 These aren’t the , but they’re very good copies.
a expectations c species
b roots d originals

9 The earthquake caused across the whole region.
a inspiration c vandalism
b destruction d behaviour

10 The business was by my grandfather in 1910.
a passed c graduated
b undersigned d founded

11 He got a from the bank so that he could buy
a house.
a record c loan
b background d manuscript

12 I that Irene would be organising the party, but
I was wrong.
a assumed c caught
b managed d amused

VOCABULARY

Underline the correct choice.

1 He normally sleeps for about an hour in case/as
soon as he gets home.

2 I wish you are coming/were coming with us
tomorrow.

3 If you will see/see Clara, please tell her we need
to talk to her.

4 Despite/However working hard, Kim doesn’t have
much money.

5 Don’t be late, do you/will you?

6 If only she takes/had taken more money with her!

7 Why don’t you watch some television while/

by the time I get ready?

8 If you hadn’t been driving so fast, the map wouldn’t

fly/wouldn’t have flown out of the window.

9 They went to see Ms Gladstone in case/as though
she needed any help.

10 You broke the window, didn’t/hadn’t you?
(10 questions x 1 = 10 marks)

GRAMMAR

13 She left her hometown when she was sixteen, and
never .
a missed c requested
b returned d lacked

14 There’s easy to the beach from this hotel.
a marble c expansion
b access d signature

15 Everyone will have the opportunity to their views
at the meeting.
a collect c elect
b air d expect

(15 questions x 1 = 15 marks)

Vocabulary: /15

Grammar: /10
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(Units 1-5)

Choose a, b, c or d.

1 He ate junk food for years, and this to
serious health problems.
a invested c receded
b led d thrilled

2 Can you make music with a dustbin ?
a cape c noise
b lid d scraper

3 Many people think that bullfighting should be
.

a abused c affected
b banned d struck

4 What would you be doing now, if you weren’t
on holiday?
a especially c normally
b traditionally d importantly

5 Why do reality shows to so many people?
a outdo c prove
b enhance d appeal

6 It would be a if she lost her job.
a speed c resort
b generation d disaster

7 The audience was by the performance.
a introduced c captivated
b situated d produced

8 Unfortunately, Sean’s success was , and he
was soon forgotten.
a hand-carved c blind-folded
b short-lived d feature-length

9 I haven’t got much money, so I’ll have to spend
it .
a annually c wisely
b usually d luckily

10 There’s a new of ‘Hamlet’ opening at the
theatre this week.
a contest c production
b spectacle d drum

11 The Picasso exhibition is on the third floor.
a sacrificed c devastated
b located d bombarded

12 The film is two hours of entertainment.
a large c wealthy
b big d pure

VOCABULARY

13 This tradition back to the twelfth century.
a holds c dates
b passes d comes

14 These shells were left on the beach by the .
a strip c depths
b ties d tide

15 Fortunately, everyone on the island the
tsunami.
a grabbed c cut
b survived d dived

(15 questions x 1 = 15 marks)

Underline the correct choice.

1 The kitchen is smelling/smells wonderful; what
are you cooking?

2 This museum is full of beautiful Egyptian ancient
gold/beautiful ancient Egyptian gold jewellery.

3 Bill’s clothes were dirty because he
had been repairing/repaired his car.

4 The teenage girls refused/admitted stealing the
car.

5 She ate/was eating her lunch when I saw her.

6 I will be working/will have been working

for eighteen hours by the time I finish.

7 Pete’s so/such friendly that he talks to everybody.

8 Lucy has gone to/has been in Australia for
five years now. She’s happy there.

9 I read that book a few years before/ago; it’s
fantastic!

10 The boss asked was she/whether she was

happy at work.
(10 questions x 1 = 10 marks)

GRAMMAR

Vocabulary: /15

Grammar: /10

Total: /25
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Write an answer to one of the topics (1 or 2). Don’t forget to write the topic number.

Topic 1

Your Scottish friend, Matthew, is going to visit your hometown next summer. Unfortunately, you are going
to be away on holiday when Matthew is there. You have just received this email from him. Read the email
and the notes you have made. Then write a reply to Matthew using all your notes.

Topic 2

You see this announcement in Entertainment Now, an international magazine for young people.

Reviews Wanted!

Get your opinion published in Entertainment Now. We would like our readers to write a review 
of a concert they have recently been to. Include information about the venue, the audience, the 
band(s), the type of music and the songs they played. Say whether you enjoyed the concert 
and whether you would recommend seeing the band(s) live to our readers. 

The best reviews will be published next month.

Write your review in 120–180 words.

WRitinG tOpiCs

From: Matthew Archer
Sent: 11th March
Subject: My visit

Hi!

How are you? Thanks for your email. I’m really disappointed that you won’t be
there when I come to visit next summer. I was wondering if you could give me
some more information about your hometown.

Firstly, what are the entertainment facilities like? What will I be able to do at
night? Also, can you tell me about any places you think I should go and see
while I’m there? Finally, could you recommend a good restaurant to me?
Where do you go with your friends when you want to eat out?

Thanks for your help. I’ll speak to you soon.

Cheers,

Matthew

Me too!

Yes, of course.
Give details.

Suggest ... 

Yes, ...

Write your reply. Write an email of 120–150 words.
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(Units 6-10)

Choose a, b, c or d.

1 A police car went down the street with its
wailing.
a quality c mentality
b siren d sponge

2 He shouldn’t have eaten all the cake himself. It
was very .
a synthetic c steep
b sustainable d selfish

3 Do some before you start writing your project.
a process c habits
b research d history

4 I was by the ideas in that book.
a fertile c fascinated
b positive d pleasurable

5 Can you give me the for that chicken dish
you cooked for me?
a packaging c recipe
b portfolio d manifesto

6 My mother’s always . She never has time to
relax.
a liberal c busy
b crowded d fast

7 Put the potatoes in the  oven. They’ll be
cooked in five minutes.
a eruption c festival
b emission d microwave

8 I’m going to become a of the tennis club.
a shadow c member
b neighbourhood d group

9 While I was swimming, I looked up and saw a
boat straight for me!
a heading c staying
b preserving d having

10 Angela told me what happened to her last night.
It quite frightening!
a pushed c sounded
b organised d enjoyed

11 A lot of young come here for their summer
holidays.
a shadows c laboratories
b fertilisers d backpackers

12 Delicious local food can be at the festival.
a forced c sampled
b concerned d feared

VOCABULARY

13 It’s too hot to wear boots today. Where are my
?

a habits c lanes
b sandals d dishes

14 Do you like my new shirt? It’s made of .
a carbon c conversation
b cotton d consumer

15 You should only buy fruit that’s in .
a summit c season
b region d layer

(15 questions x 1 = 15 marks)

Choose a or b.

1 Your advice was ; thank you.
a very useful b too useful

2 What did you do? I heard the teacher at you.
a to shout b shouting

3 The Eiffel Tower, is in Paris, is more than 100
years old.
a that b which

4 Not only , but he was also very handsome.
a he was nice b was he nice

5 You are not to watch this film; go to bed!
a too old b old enough

6 Your hands need ; they’re very dirty!
a to wash b washing

7 She be his mother; she’s too young!
a can’t b isn’t able to

8 We did everything we could, but I regret you
that we couldn’t save his life.
a telling b to tell

9 The reason she left is that she was bored.
a which b why

10 The maths test was than the history test.
a easiest b easier

(10 questions x 1 = 10 marks)

GRAMMAR

Vocabulary: /15

Grammar: /10

Total: /25
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(Units 6-10)

Write an answer to one of the topics (1 or 2). Don’t forget to write the topic number.

Topic 1

Your class has been discussing the Slow Food movement, and how what we eat can affect our health
and the environment. You decide to write an article for the school magazine saying how you think the
pupils at your school should change their eating habits.  

Write your article in 120–180 words.

Topic 2

WRitinG tOpiCs

Write a letter to the editor of The Herald expressing your views on how your school could be

improved and making suggestions for what the extra money could be spent on. Begin your letter,

‘Dear Sir/Madam,’.

Write your letter in about 180 words.

The Herald

Government Announces Increase in Funding for Schools

Yesterday, a spokesperson from the Depart
ment of Education announced that next yea

r

schools will receive extra money to make im
provements. Each school will be able to de

cide

whether to spend the money on new techno
logy, sports equipment and facilities, extra

specialist teachers or improving school buil
dings. Most teachers’ and parents’ organis

ations

have welcomed the plans.
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(Units 11-15)

Choose a, b, c or d.

1 My grandfather used to work in a .
a bug c call
b mine d seed

2 Athens  the Olympic Games in 2004.
a translated c hosted
b smuggled d contained

3 It was a dangerous journey, but it was the
risk.
a countless c worth
b social d distant

4 Great news! I all my exams!
a amused c funded
b signed d passed

5 Did you see the sculptures in the museum?
a marble c date
b route d view

6 They want me to on TV and talk about our
environmental project.
a amuse c discover
b dive d appear

7 I was really when I fell over in the supermarket!
a embarrassed c ambitious
b herbal d commercial

8 After thinking about it for a long time, I
decided to leave my job.
a certainly c differently
b eventually d jealously

9 Simon likes to the Net in his free time.
a suffer c steal
b stretch d surf

10 Fiona from university last month, and now
she’s looking for a job.
a gave c supposed
b named d graduated

11 Look at that lovely dress. It’s made of .
a silk c settlement
b staff d secrets

12 I really people who can spend a lot of time
travelling.
a decide c assume
b envy d involve

VOCABULARY

13 I can’t the thought of having to write this
composition again!
a feel c advise
b bear d spend

14 I’ll be on the train that arrives at six o’clock. Could
you me up at the station?
a make c join
b hang d pick

15 I didn’t tell him that I’d lost all my money, because
I didn’t want to him.
a enjoy c feel
b upset d hide

(15 questions x 1 = 15 marks)

Vocabulary: /15

Choose a or b.

1 She’s already taken the exam, she?
a hasn’t b isn’t

2 I won’t say anything about it she starts the
conversation first.
a only if b unless

3 The book into a film.
a is going to make b is going to be made

4 If you at her, she wouldn’t have started crying.
a didn’t shout b hadn’t shouted

5 Fanny doesn’t sit in the sun she won’t get burnt.
a in case b so that

6 We are having for the party right now.
a the house decorated b decorated the house

7 All the emails ; what shall I do next?
a I have sent b have been sent

8 If I were you, I the long dress.
a would buy b will buy

9 Don’t just stand there; do something, ?
a don’t you b won’t you

10 Dinner by the time you get home.
a will have been prepared b will be preparing

(10 questions x 1 = 10 marks)

GRAMMAR

Grammar: /10

Total: /25
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(Units 11-15)

Write an answer to one of the topics (1 or 2). Don’t forget to write the topic number.

Topic 1

Your teacher has asked you to write a story which begins with the sentence:

It was our first day in Egypt, and I already knew that this wasn’t going to be an ordinary holiday.

Write your story in 120–180 words.

Topic 2

WRitinG tOpiCs

Bullying is a serious problem which affects many young people. Some people say that schools

need to do more to stop this, while others argue that young people themselves could do more

to solve the problem. What do you think? Discuss your opinion, giving examples.

Write your essay of about 180 words.

The Fulborough Gazette

Increase in Bullying in Local Schools

Recent research has shown that the problem of bullying in our schools is growing.
Large numbers of students report that they have been bullied on at least one occasion.
We believe that schools and young people must do whatever they can to reverse this
trend and put a stop to bullying.
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UNITS

1 – 15 FINAL TEST

Choose a, b, c or d.

1 The tour would be without a visit to the
city’s famous museum.
a massive c incomplete
b local d artificial

2 We are trying to get cars from the city centre.
a held c stabbed
b speared d banned

3 A writer needs to have a good to think of an
interesting story.
a legend c pole
b imagination d expectation

4 Andy’s , because he can’t find a job.
a enthusiastic c narrow
b depressed d long

5 The tsunami the coastal areas of five countries.
a requested c devastated
b waved d downloaded

6 Mary is very . Everyone likes her.
a popular c high
b desperate d huge

7 No one can you to do anything you don’t
want to do.
a force c signal
b appeal d perform

8 The of the town don’t want the new road to
be built.
a casts c fairs
b mosques d residents

9 The police the area because of the forest fires.
a pervaded c grabbed
b evacuated d captivated

10 You can’t run 50 kilometres in a minute. It’s !
a peaceful c awful
b impossible d mixed

11 Alice looked so funny that we all out laughing.
a burnt c opted
b wondered d burst

12 Scientists are very worried about warming.
a environmental c organic
b global d synthetic

13 The boss told her that they had to work on
Saturday.
a employees c types
b signatures d fibres

VOCABULARY

14 There’s no that the weather in Britain will be
good in August.
a access c impact
b departure d guarantee

15 What an story! Is it true?
a ethnic c express
b incredible d aware

(15 questions x 1 = 15 marks)

Choose a or b. 

1 Don’t forget the email; Mr Jackson is waiting for
it.
a to send b sending

2 Yuk! This food horrible!
a is tasting b tastes

3 Jeremy, lives next door, has three dogs and
seven cats!
a whose b who

4 I to Aisha many times on the phone before I
met her.
a was speaking b had spoken 

5 The two girls love football, but of them like
tennis.
a none b neither

6 Mum you to do the washing up ages ago!
a told b said

7 you leave immediately, I won’t call the police.
a Unless b If

8 George bought a table for his new house.
a round wooden beautiful dining
b beautiful round wooden dining

9 The letters at the moment.
a are being typed b are typing

10 You been to Mars – nobody has!
a must have b can’t have

(10 questions x 1 = 10 marks)

GRAMMAR

Vocabulary: /15

Grammar: /10

Total: /25
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